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Wild pixies slot machine online free

Play responsibly and in moderation. Casino.guru is an independent source of information about online casinos and online casino games, not controlled by any gambling operator. All our reviews and guides are created honestly, according to the best knowledge and judgment of the members of our independent expert
group. However, they are intended for informational purposes only and should not be construed as legal advice. You should always make sure that you meet all regulatory requirements before playing at any selected casino. Copyright ©2020 Page 2 Play responsibly and in moderation. Casino.guru is an independent
source of information about online casinos and online casino games, not controlled by any gambling operator. All our reviews and guides are created honestly, according to the best knowledge and judgment of the members of our independent expert group. However, they are intended for informational purposes only and
should not be construed as legal advice. You should always make sure that you meet all regulatory requirements before playing at any selected casino. Copyright ©2020 Min bet: 20p Maximum bet: £100 Max payout: £250,000 Jackpot: No Paylines: 20 Special features: Wilds, Scatter Nudge, Free Spins, Wandering Wilds
Add a little pixie powder to your reels with this magical slot, which you won't find on any other casino site as it's completely exclusive to Grosvenor casinos. Enter the realm of pixies, a majestic forest filled to the brim with fantastic features and elegant mechanics. When you play Wild Pixies online you can look forward to
reels filled with colorful symbols and wild animals. A scatter boost moves symbols around the reels, roaming wild animals boost your chances of winning and a fluttery free spin round gives you up to 8 extra opportunities to turn for a win. This enchanting slot game features regal pixies, magic diamonds and beautiful
butterflies and will take you on a magical path to great victories. If you can't get enough of our grosvenor home slots, try more exclusive reels on our Slots &amp; Games page. Pays according to the paytable, appears on all reels and replaces all symbols except the Scatter symbol. Scatter Nudge 5th roller scatter can
move down or up one position to cause the Free Games. The probability of a boost is 70%. Free game feature 8 free spins awarded. Roaming Wilds During the free game, The Roaming Wilds feature is available. At the top of the there are 3 sets of 2 empty spaces. Any Wild symbol that strikes during free spins, part of a
winning combination or not, is gathered at the top in an empty space. When a full set of 2 is completed, the player is awarded 2 more free spins and 2 Wilds return to the reels in random positions. These symbols remain on the screen until the end of the round, randomly changing position at the beginning of each
subsequent When all 3 sets are completed, the collection operation ends and only roaming wild animals remain on display until the end of the round. For information about the symbols and instructions for the basic game, see the game's help menu. Malfunction cancels all games and pay. RTP = 95.50% It's more fun if
you play responsibly in order to keep having fun. For help and information visit: keepitfun.rank.com Your privacy and security is our number one priority here at Grosvenor Casino. We protect your account with top security technology on the market so that we are one of the safest online casino sites to play. We never sell
or rent customer information. Licensed and regulated by the Gaming Commission with a 38750 license for GB customers playing on our website. Licensed and regulated by alderney Gaming Control Board (licenses 13 C1 &amp; C2) for non-GB customers playing on our website. Licensed and regulated by the Gaming
Commission with licenses 614, 33465 &amp; 34161 for customers playing in our casinos. Grosvenor is a member of the Ranking Team. Grosvenor® and grosvenor logos are trademarks of Rank Leisure Holdings Ltd. Please bet responsibly and spend only what you can afford. For help and support regarding any
gambling-related problems, please contact BeGambbleAware on and 0808 8020 133. Reveal the magical world of Pixies and Elf characters on the reels of The Real Game's Wild Pixies host. This 5-cylinder and 3-series online slot offers a simple host structure, with an easy-to-follow gaming environment. But don't be
fooled by the simplicity of this host, as this brings pink players a magical online casino experience! With dynamic graphics and immersive video slot animations, our online slot players can turn through the whimsical woods and reveal many fantasy-themed features, while pixies fly through the backdrop and brilliant
graphics magically spring the welcome to life! The Pragmatic Game rarely falls short when it comes to bonus rounds, as some of their most popular slots at Pink Casino, such as Gold Rush-themed mining owe their popularity to impressive bonus features! Wild Pixies lives the reputation bonus Pragmatic Play as this
online slot offers an epic Free Spins Bonus, complete with Roaming Wilds and more. In addition to numerous high-paying symbols in the form of Pixies, Elves and Precious Diamond Scatters, the Wild Pixies slot provides pink many whimsical chances of victory! Here at Pink Casino, we know that there is no shortage of
Pixie-themed slots and Wild Pixies slot Pragmatic Play can be compared to IGT's popular Pixies the Forest saga. Although, this online slot creates the place it deserves among top fantastic slot machines, as the immersive video graphics and winning elements of the slot provide Pink Players with an extremely fun
welcome experience! Turn the rollers rollers Wild Pixies at Pink Casino and enjoy a beautifully optimized casino experience on mobile, desktop and tablet devices. How do I play the Wild Pixies Slot? Stake Set your bets to reveal the secrets of Pixies in Wild Pixies! Simply press the three-line button to set the total bet
preferences. The total bet can be increased or reduced with the arrows (-) and (+), the minimum bet per spin is set at 20p, while Pink Players who prefer a larger bet can bet up to the value of £100 per spin. Spin Spin through the enchanting forest with Wild Pixies, just press the spin button below the reels. This will allow
the fantasy-themed wheels to turn for a consecutive lap. If the Pink Players land a winning combination during this rotation, this will be marked by a bright green vine, which wraps around the symbols they mean. For more information about Wild Pixies' unique paylines, simply press the 'i' button. Autoplay Play between
the Pixies in the Wild Pixies slot - automatically! Simply press the autoplay button to turn on automatic mode, where the cylinders will rotate automatically for a specified amount of spins. Just select 10, 20, 30, 50, 70 or 100 spins, along with changing the settings that will bring the autoplay feature to a standstill. Like a
single win that exceeds the total, or a maximum win/loss limit. Pink Casino players are free to stop autoplaying at any time by pressing the pause button. Help / More information If you need further information about Wild Pixies, simply press the 'i' button to display the slot information page. Here, pink players can read up
on wild pixies slot general rules, symbol weights, bonus features and more. Wild Pixies Special Features Wilds Butterflies lead to bonuses in the Wild Pixies slot! Keep a close eye on the majestic golden butterfly symbols on the reels, as these insects represent the Wild Symbol. Butterflies can appear on any cylinder, and
replace all symbols, except the precious diamond scatter. Butterfly Wild is the highest paid symbol in the entire Wild Pixies online casino game, offering 25X for five line wins. Scatter Nudge As the old saying goes, diamonds can be your new best friend in the Wild Pixies slot! The gems represent the Scatter symbol in The
Real Play's online casino game. Scattering diamonds will on rolls 1, 3 and 5. If Pink Players land 3 Scatter symbols on the reels, they will activate the Roaming Wilds Free Spin bonus! If you're close to turning on Free Spins, but the gemstone didn't have a single part about the 5th cylinder, the 5th cylinder will push the
symbols up or down in one position to offer a helping hand and activate the bonus! Free Games If Pink Casino Slot Players Are Lucky Enough to Land 3 Scatter Symbols on Reels 1, 3 and 5, 5, will automatically activate Wilds Free Tour Spins. Initially, 8 spins will be awarded to our online players! During these free
games, any wild symbols will gather at the top in the available empty spaces that open during the bonus. Land two Wilds and two more re-spins will be awarded, along with 2 Wild symbols that flutter back into gameplay in random locations. These abundant butterflies will remain on the reels and randomly float in different
positions with each spin, giving Pink Players increased winning potential. Pink Casino's Wild Pixies Slot Review Pink Casino has a growing collection of popular online casino games and Wild Pixies Realistic Game is an exciting slot addition! Meet the Wild Pixies and keep a close eye out for the mystical wild butterfly that
could grant Pink Players unexpected riches across the classic 3x5 reels. This charming forest holds valuable scatters, roaming wild and more leading to a Bonus Free Games! If you're a fan of fantasy-themed online slots, take a look at some of our popular casino games with a similar theme. Walk in the woods once
again with IGT's Wishwood slot, where pink players can climb to the top of trees to reveal a forest full of features like Wilds, Multipliers and re-spins! re-spins!
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